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ABOVE : Herbert McWilliams' latest creation , the Ultra , cutting 
along briskly . Wide overhang to the deck makes for dry sailing. 
Note clean wake and neat bow wave ..• 
LEFT : The rather cramped and complicated Sprog construction 
(below) has been simplified in the Ultra concept, shown here as the 
two hulls appear before decking. Note w/t compartments each 
side of the Ultra cockpit and slit in for ' ard bulkhead for arm of 
centreplate when raised . (This has a rubber gasket) . Holes in side 
compartments have Holt nylon screw-on hatches ; the holes in 
aft w/t bulkhead ventilate both side and aft compartments . The 
c/b casing, only 7t in. above keelson , has no thwart. 

THIS design i based on the prog, the idea being to pro
duce a boat which is much easier and less expen ive to 
bui ld but having a similar performance. 

T he lines of the hull are almost identical but slightl y 
wider in the qua rters , and the height of the topsides is 
reduced by a few inches; the bottom. from the after end of 
the platebox to the transome, is developed as an arc. This 
allows the keel on to be di pen ed with aft. and only a single 
ection bailer, on the centreline, i required. 

The co kpit is 5 ft. 6 in. long ( prog : 3 ft. 9 in.) with 
the pl atebox projecting only 7 in. above the. bottom. The 
plate is of t in. aluminium alloy and. being long and 
narrow compared with the quadrant hape of the Sprog 

(Continued on page 24) 
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the ULTRA 
(Continued from poge 23) 

plate, there i a grea t deal of room-even for three people. 
(The lot. incidentall y, ha a rubber stri p each side, on the 
bottom of hull , to prevent water splashing up into the cock pit.) 

There is a watertight compartment on each ide of the 
cockpit. as well as fore and aft. and when the boat is 
righted after a capsize all water hipped immediately run 
out over the lee coaming. 

A opposed to the five frame in the Sprog there are only 
BELOW LEFT : The deck has full camber forward of the cockpit to 
provide strength at mast opening. Note reverse sheer and flared 
stem. 
RIGHT : The cockpit is roomy enough for three to sail in comfort. 
The platebox only projects about five inches above the floorboards. 
Entire rudder assembly is in aluminium alloy. Photos B. Binnell 
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two, and the stem is very much impler, no rebating being 
required. 

Rudder blade and stock are of t in. alloy, with a tubular 
alloy tiller in which a simple but effective hoi t for the 
blade is incorporated, allowing it to be lifted to everal 
position and secured by a barrel-bolt sliding in ide the tube. 

The 4t in. hollow mast i un tayed, the heel being pivoted ; 
the total number of metal fitting for the whole boat i 
only nine, as compared with more than 20 for the prog. 

ail area i 90 sq. ft., the mainsail being permanently 
attached to the mast, a wide sleeve o n 'the luff fitting over 
it, Qbviating the need for groove and bolt rope, and produc
ing a perfect aerofoil section when sailing. The foot is loo e 
and t he battens vert ical, allowing the ail to be furled by rotating the ma t. 

An aperture in the leading edge of the leeve allow 
the bead of the jib to be hackled pe~manently to a ring 
bolt through the mast, both ails being rolled up together 
when unrigging. The implicity of thi arrangement allow 
the boat to be rigged or unrigged in less rhan one 111inure, 
and the ma t. with ails. is intended to be stored under 
cover when the boat i hauled out of the water on it 
detachable wheels. 

The additional beam make Ulrra extremely table. and 
he is a joy to handle. 
The ail area could be increased ea ily, but it wa not 

intended that the boat should prove fa ter than the prog. 
Ultra 2 has been rigged with a typica l prog ma t and ail 
but doe not perform any better than the prototype and. of 
ourse. require cha in-pla te . wire r igging, turnbuckle and 

all the re t 
Herbert McWilliams. 
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